Online intelligence
In a world of swiftly changing political and security risks, companies and their
personnel require up-to-date intelligence and incisive advice on dealing with threats.
HRL24 is a subscription website providing 24-hour

■ Incident Management

access to informed and current country intelligence

HRL offers 24-hour access to expert security and

across the globe. Each user is provided with a unique

incident management advice for a varied range of

password to log on to the HRL24 website wherever they

scenarios, including civil unrest, kidnap and terrorist

are in the world.

incidents. We offer specific guidance, recommendations

Reports and advice draw on the expertise of HRL’s

and resources should a client find themselves affected

risk specialists and security practitioners, who monitor

by or directly involved in a serious incident.

political and security risks as they emerge and develop.

■ Risk Maps

HRL24 helps to mitigate threats which is posed to a

HRL’s unique Global Risk Map and kidnap and piracy

company’s personnel, assets and profits through being

maps are updated on a daily basis.

aware of both predictable and unexpected risks.

■ Bespoke Reports

A demonstration of HRL24 is available upon request.

HRL’s advice line is available 24 hours a day for clients to
commission a bespoke report.

SERVICES
■ Travel Advice

BENEFITS

We provide a wealth of practical advice and guidance

■ Up-to-date global information and intelligence

for commercial travellers to prepare for visits in a

■ 24/7 worldwide access

varied range of environments. Personal security advice

■ Country-specific and general advice for travellers

helps to minimise the chances of becoming a victim
when abroad. General travel advice offers guidance
on mitigating risk in specific environments including
different climates, religions and political situations.

■ Understanding and anticipating risks
■ Access level tailored to different users
■ Multiple log-ins for company employees

■ Country Reports
HRL24 provides detailed reports covering more than

CONTACT

150 countries. Visitors are provided with an analysis

If you have any questions or would like to receive more

of the political situation in the country, health and
travel information and practical risk and security
considerations.
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information on any of the services outlined above then
please e-mail insight@hendersonrisk.com with your
query or call us on +44 (0) 207 730 5446.
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